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A STRLCI"

An electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance has been used to study the anodic

elecopolymerizaton or pyrrole and concurrent deposition of polypyrrole onto gold in acetonimiie

and propylene carbonate using tetrae'.hylammonium tosylate. tetrabutylammonium fluoroborate.

and U.idium perchlorate. Simultaneous dynamic measurements of charge and mass have been used
to monitor .he efici'ency of the polyme-izadon/deposiion process as a functon oi film thickness

and eiec-odeposition rare. This work demonstrates that the early stages of film formation is
-aeced by the solubility of the oligoe~oe-s formed and that the uitnate efficiency is electolyte

dependent. Addidonadly, it is shown that the polymerization process exhibits second order reachdon

*i kinetcs with respect to monomer concentration.
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2ECNTROD'ION

,T he electrochenmcal synthesis of conducting polymers onto an existing electrode substrate

has become a popular method of preparing polymer modified electrodes. There are many examples

of aromatic and heterocyclic based monomers which can be electropolymerized and deposited onto

a number of materials such as metals, indium tin oxide (ITO) on glass, and vitreous carbonj4-

The most studied of these heterocyclic containing electroactive polymers is polypyrrole. There are

also a growing number of examples of polymerizations which are carried out within a pre-cast

polymer matrix existing on these electrode materials resulting in an electroactive polymer composite

[2]. While many studies have been published in attempts to elucidate the structure, electronic

properties. and potential applications of these materials, only a few papers have addressed the

mechanism of electropolymerization and the effects of polymerization conditions on the deposition

process.

Investigations of the mechanism of polymer film deposition onto supporting electrode

substrate of polythiophene. polypyrrole and poly(N-methylpyrrole) have been studied

electrochemically using cyclic voltammetry (CV), chronocoulometry, chronoamperometry and

optical absorption techniques [3-141. Typical cyclic voltammograms of these monomers exhibit a

single broad oxidation wave which is indicative of electron transfer followed by an irreversible

chemical reaction. This oxidation produces a continuous insoluble conducting polymer film on the

supporting electrode substrate, which exhibits electroactive properties that depend on film

morphology, counter (or dopant) anions, and supporting electrolyte and can be electrochemically

. cycled between a "doped" conducting state when oxidized and a non-conducting neutral state.

Additional oxidative scans or constant potential electrolyses in a monomer containing electrolyte

solution can result in a free standing film which may be removed intact from the underlying

electrode surface. typically Pt. Au, vitreous carbon, or indium-tin oxide. An important feature of

the oxidationpolymenzation process is found when the switching potential of the initial CV scan is

lower than the monomer oxidation potential. This results in a return scan current which is higher

than that seen during the forward oxidative scan. This is consistent with nucleation and growth of

A.j 
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a conducting surface phase on the electrode surface [3-14]. Potential step experiments of pyrrole

and thiophene in acetonitrile and aqueous solvents yield current-time i-t curves with three distinct

regions of behavior suggesting that there are three separate stages involved during film formation.

The first stage is marked by a sharp initial current spike whose decay is potential dependent. non-

exponential, and on time scales longer than expected if it were due to double layer charging [3, 4,

5], as seen in the case of metal deposition [61. Rotating ring-disc electrode and coulometric

experiments of thiophene deposition on gold by Hillman [5] indicates that this initial spike has a

contribution from both a nucleation/growth process and formation of soluble oligomers. The

amount of charge passed and duration of the spike suggest that the first stage in the i-t curves

corresponds to the coverage of the metallic electrode by a one monolayer thick polymer film. A

study by Marcos [71 using a Tafel slope analysis and measurement of Pt electrode surface coverage

by adsorbed pyrrole monomer has yielded different AH values for pyrrole adsorbtion and

polymerization on Pt (13.7 d mol 1 ) and for pyrrole polymerization, or nucleation and growth, on

the existing polypyrrole layer (17 Id mol-). The second and third stages in the i-r curves are

characterized by a rising charge transient, lasting from I to 5 seconds, followed by a steady

constant current for the remainder of electropolymerization. During the rising portion of the curve

i is proportional to r 2 which is indicative of instantaneous formation of nucleation sites on polymer

monolayer (AH=17kJ mol-1) followed by three-dimensional growth until these sites overlap. Once

these sites coalesce, additional growth is thought to occur perpendicular to the substrate resulting in

a linear increase in thickness with time.

Other theoretical and electrochemical studies involving the relationship between

eiectropoiymerization conditions and the properties of the resulting films have lead to conclusions

about the efficiency and mechanism of the oxidation/deposition process. The picture that emerges

from these studies indicates that the polymerization for the bulk of film formation is as shown in

Scheme I for polvpyrrole. Polymerization is initiated by the oxidation of monomer to yield a

Insert Scheme 1
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radical-cation species. Although some [8] have suggested that the next step may be formation of a

covalent bond between this radical-cation and a neutral monomer, followed by an electron transfer

from this product. this seems unlikely because of the potential dependence found in the

copolymerization of pyrrole with substituted pyrroles [ 15] and therefore the second step is more

likely the coupling of radical-cations to yield dimers. These resulting dimers can then be oxidized

at lower potentials [16] to yield a radical-cation dimers in which the highest spin density is found at

the terminal carbons alpha to the pyrrole nitrogens. These dimer radical-ions, or at later stages.

oligomers may couple with other radical-ion monomers, dimers. or oligomers eventually leading to

an insoluble film. This lack of solubility is inherent to unsubstituted polymers containing a

- conjugated planar backbone. This planarity is due to the energy minima associated with the

[ ,- overlap of adjacent x-orbitals which is necessary to achieve efficient electron transport along the

polymer chain. The insolubility of these materials limits the number of analytical techniques which

can be employed for characterization. It seems likely that this decreasing solubility and oxidation

potential with increasing molecular weight would affect the nature and efficiency of deposition

when the electropolymerization process includes oligomers as well as monomer oxidation and

coupling.

To study this problem, we have employed an electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance

(EQCM) which can simultaneously perform in-situ electrochemical and gravimetric experiments

(17-26]. The quartz crystal microbalance has been used for many years to determine mass changes

of perfectly rigid metallic films in vacuum by monitoring changes in the resonant frequency (f) of

an oscillating quartz crystal by using the Sauerbrey equation [27]:

Af- 2fo2 An/A(PqiLq) (1)

where fo = resonant frequency of the unloaded quartz crystal sandwiched between two metallic

* electrodes, m = change in mass in grams, A = surface area of electrode or film, Pq = density of the

quartz 2.648 g cm-3, k = shear modulus of quartz = 2.947 x 1011 dynes cm-2 . Recent work
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has shown that when one face of an AT-cut quartz crystal, operating in the shear surface mode. is

immersed in a liquid. the crystal will continue to oscillate with a constant frequency shift

determined by the viscoelastic properties of the liquid overlayer:

Af = -fo3'(PlTIl/Pq.Lq)" 2  (2)

where P, and T1 are the density and absolute viscosity of the overlayer, respectively [28]. Thus

when the face of the crystal is used as the working electrode in an electrochemical cell, as in our

system, a frequency shift will be seen upon exposure to solution and any elastic solid material

deposited on the electrode, which meets the criteria for a rigid film, can be treated with the

* Sauerbrey equation. In order to apply this equation to a polymer film in solution, the film must

behave as a rigid. perfectly elastic overlayer. Studies on several polymer systems [17-21] as wellIat.

as a rigorous derivation of the equations [291 indicate that this rigid film approximation is valid if

the polymeric overlayer thickness is small compared to the thickness of the crystal and if the overall

mass loading results in a frequency change that is small with respect to the resonant frequency of

the unloaded crystal.

Since the EQCM retains a high sensitivity (18 ng cm "2 Hz- ) in a solution environment, it

¢. has been used in studies of metal deposition onto, and dissolution from, an electrode [22], studies

of monolayer coverage by oxygen and organic molecules on an electrode surface [23,241, and the

characterization of morphological changes and surface reconstructions associated with electrode

potential perturbations [25]. In addition to this ability to study the metallelectrolyte interface, redox

processes occurring in electroactive polymeric materials deposited on an electrode surface have

been monitored. The movement of ions and solvent molecules associated with charge transport in

electronically conducting polymers has been studie'd for polypyrrole [ 17,18], the "self-doped"

poly{pyrrole-co-[3-(pyrrol-l-yl)propanesulfonatel } [261, and polyaniline [211 as well as for the

electroactive polymer, poly(vinylferrocene) [201.

.m p.
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EXPERlIMENTAL

Electrochemical polymerization experiments were done using 0. IM tetraethylammonium

tosylate (TEATOS) and tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate (TBABF4) with various

concentrations of pyrrole in acetonitrile (CH3CN) distilled from P20 5 under nitrogen and

propylene carbonate distilled from K.',vnO 4 under nitrogen. The electrolytes were used as received.

Pyrrole was purified by passing it over an alumina column until colorless in order to remove any

oligomeric pyrrole species which occur from atmospheric oxidation. All potentials reported are

versus a Ag/AgNO3 (0.1 mol dm-3) reference electrode.

A schematic of the electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) system used is

shown in Figure 1. A 5 MHz AT-cut quartz crystal (Valpey-Fisher) was clamped via an o-ring

seal such that the area exposed to solution (0.7 cm 2) is less than the area of oscillation. The

oscillatoripotentiostat circuit used is similar to that used by MeLroy [22b] and was donated by IBM

Research Division. This circuit uses a high gain differential amplifier with current feedback to

drive the crystal to oscillate and, since one face of the crystal is grounded, it may be used as a

working electrode in a Wenking type three-electrode potentiostat. The potential at the working

electrode is set via a 12 bit digital-to-analog converter and the resulting current read via a 16 bit

analog-to-digital converter both from a Tecinar Labmaster data acquisition and control PC add-on

board. The resonant frequency of the quartz oscillator is measured using a Philips PM6654

frequency counter and sent via an IEEE-488 interface bus to an IBM PC which is used to control.

obtain, process and store data from both the frequency counter and Tecmar Labmaster. Thus. our

system can be used to generate any potential waveform desired and to measure both the resulting

electrochemical and gravimetric response occurring at the electrode surface.

A typical electropolymerization experiment would include a solution of 0.1 tnol dm-3

pyrrole and 0.1 mol dm. 3 TEATOS in acetonitrle which has been deoxygenated by purging it with

* .' nitrogen for 15 minutes. A non-oxidative starting potential. usually 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgNO3. was set

0
..
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and held at the working electrode until the cell current and quartz oscillation frequency were stable.

Typical values for prepolymerization frequency drift for a 5 MHz crystal in solution were 20 Hz

hrI which corresponds to 2.5 x 10-7 g hr- I with a resolution of 1 Hz or 1.2 x 10-8 g. The

potential at the gold electrode was then stepped to a value on the oxidation wave found on a cyclic

voltammogram of pyrrole monomer. Typical values for this step ranged from 0.6 to 1.0 V vs.

AgiAgNO3 . The current passed was measured via the analog-to-digital converter and the

frequency by the frequency counter and sent to the IBM PC. The two data sources were sampled

consecutively every 200-250 ms over the course of the experiment for approximately 5 minutes (or

1500 data points) with a delay between a frequency and current sampling of less than I ms. Total

frequency changes due to deposition of polymer on the gold electrode for these experiments ranged

f, - -30,.000 to 60.,000 Hz. or from 3 to 7 mg of polypyrrole, with the same resolution and drift as

before the potential step. The frequency was used to calculate mass using the Sauerbrey equation

and the current integrated using Simpson's rule to yield charge.

RESULTS

Effect of Pyrrole Concentration

A cyclic voltammogram for pyrrole monomer, Figure 2, shows an irreversible oxidation

wave with an Epa of 0.9 V. This behavior suggests the formation of an unstable radical-cation

which can undergo further chemical reaction. Figure 3 shows frequency and charge vs. time for a

typical constant potential polymerization in which the electrode polymer is stepped from 0.0 to 0.9

V in a CH 3CN solution containing 0.1 mol dm-3 TEATOS and 0.05 mol din- 3 pyrrole. To study

the effect pyrrole monomer concentration has on the efficiency of electropolymerization, constant

potential poiymerizations were carried out where the charge and frequency (or mass deposited)

were simultaneously monitored as a function of time for a series of pyrrole concentrations ranging

over an order of magnitude from 0.01 to 0.10 mol dm "3 in 0.1 tool din- 3 TEATOS. From the

AVJ



charge vs. time data the theoretical amount of material which should be deposited on the face of the

mass sensing crystal can be calculated from a modified version of Faraday's law:

Q = rtF Am/M (3)

In this equation, n represents the number of moles of electrons required to deposit one mole of

monomer units and thus can be viewed as an electropolymerization efficiency and M is the

equivalent weight. Similarly, the frequency vs. time data yields the actual amount of material

deposited at any time during electrolysis via the Sauerbrey equation. In order to relate frequency

changes to changes in the number of moles of material deposited and thus determine the efficiency,

two assumptions must be made. The first is the equivalent weight of the unit being deposited. The

* polymerization process is known to involve two electrons per molecule of pyrrole and since the

polymer is produced in the charged or oxidized state, there will be another fraction of charge per

pyrrole associated with the doping and incorporation of dopant counteranions. This fractional

charge has been shown by many researchers to range from 0.2 to 0.5 [1, 30], or one counteranion

for every 2 to 5 pyrroles depending on the anion and reaction conditions. This corresponds to an

n-value of 2.2 to 2.5 electrons per pyrrole in the polymer chain. In this series of experiments, we

have used a value of 0.39 tosylate anions per pyrrole, which was determined from elemental

, analysis on separate samples and is in good agreement with literature values [301. Using the

, stoichiome-ic ratio shown in Structure 1, we can calculate an equivalent weight unit per pyrrole

Insert Structure 1
"V

0 from the sum of the molecular weight of pyrrole. 65 g mol-1, and the contribution from the tosylate

counterion, 171 g mol- I x 0.39, which yields a value of 132 g mol-1. Any solvent incorporated

along with the deposited species will result in an increase in the equivalent weight deposited and

- thus a decrease in the observed value for the number of electrons per pyrrole monomer unit.

',7-
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The second assumption is that the rigid film approximation is valid which is necessary if

the Sauerbrey equation is to be used to relate frequency to mass. One method of meeting the rigid

film requirement is to limit the film thickness, E, such that the relative mass loading, pE/Pql, is

less than 2%, where I = thickness of quartz [29]. When this condition is met the frequency change

due to mass deposited will be negligible with respect to the resonant frequency of the unloaded

quartz crystal and linear adherence to the Sauerbrey equation will be achieved. Using a typical

frequency change of 40.000 Hz (corresponding to a 5 g.m thick film) for poly(pyrrole tosylatel.

and deposition on a 5 MHz crystal, it can be seen that this lies well within the limits described by

the rigid film approximation. These limits correspond roughly to a 10 gm thick film or a 80,000

Hz frequency change.

Experimental confirmation of our data can be seen by examining the typical plot of

frequency and charge vs. time resulting from the potential step from 0.0 to 0.9 V applied to the

electrode shown in Figure 3. It is seen that for the bulk of polymerization. both of these

relationships are linear with time and not t112 and thus the polymerization is not diffusion limited

Cbut is more likely controlled by the radical couplings of oxidized species. Current time plots do

show an initial charging current, followed by a rising current which lasts on the order of 0. 1 to

1.0 s due to nucleation. This time period is short in relation to the entire experiment and these

, ..enomena are not observed in Figure 3. If we apply the modified Faraday's law, to the data in

Figure 3. within the constraints of the equivalent weight per unit deposited described above (132 g

mol -1 Structure 1), a plot of charge vs. moles of material deposited is obtained. The slope of this

plot is proportional to n. the number of electrons per unit of pyrrole deposited. The plot shown in

Ficure l4 is taken from 1500 data points and has a slope proportional to 2.3 electrons/pyrrole with a

V value of 0.9998 for the square of the correlation coefficient (r2). This is very strong additional

evidence for adherence to the rigid film approximation for the polypyrrole system in solution.

To study the effects of pyrrole concentration on the polymerization efficiency, constant

potential polymerizations were performed at 0.9 V in CH3CN solutions containing 0.1 mol dm 3

e ,
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electrolyte and pyrrole concentrations ranging over an order of magnitude from 0.01 too. 0 ool

dm-3.For each concentration of pyrrole. the effective n-value was determined at points during the

polymerization where 50. 65, and 130 gg of poly(pyrrole tosylate) had been deposited in order to

eliminate the possibility of effects that might occur from different film morphologies or density.

The n-values were then plotted as a function of the pyrrole monomer concentration as shown in

Figure 5. This plot indicates that low pyrrole monomer concentrations result in a decreased

efficiency in the deposition process, independent of film thickness, as shown by a higher n-value.

This will be discussed further.

Electrolyte Effects

A series of constant potential electrolyses were performed on solutions of acetonitrile

* (CH 3CN) and propylene carbonate (PC) containing 0.05 mol dm-3 pyrrole and 0.1 mol dm-3

TEATOS. TBABF 4 or LiCIO4 at potentials less than, equal to and greater than the oxidation

-* -. potential. found for the pyrrole on the cyclic voltammogram of pyrrole monomer (Figure 2). To

monitor deposition quantitatively, assumptions must again be made regarding the effective

molecular weight of the species being deposited. From the literature values for dopant

concentrations in bulk samples. we used a value of 87 g mol-1 when tetrafluoroborate (65 g mol-1-

87 g mol -' x 0.25) was the counteranion and 95 g mol-t when perchlorate was used (65 g mol-+

99.5 g mol-I x 0.30). Frequency, charge, and current vs. time plots, as described above, were
4,.,

obtained for each potential step experiment. Rising i-r relationships were observed which are

• simiar to those discussed above and in References 3 to 7, however, the initial current spike

corresponding to monolaver coverage was not seen in all cases which is probably due to a lack of

sampiing nine resolution. The frequency and charge vs. time plots were again all linear for all

* poiymenzation conditions and the resulting charge vs. moles plots ( for example. Figure 4, eqn. 3)

a,. ''ield a linear relationship with a correlation coefficient of greater than 0.99. The first derivative of

this plot. dQ'dmol. is proportional to the n-value, or efficiency of polymerization, for any small

0 increment of additional monomer added to the polymer film. The ability to measure n as

%nr0A•



deposition proceeds allows us to monitor an effective efficiency of the polymerization/deposidon as

a function of polymer deposited. Typical plots for 0.05 mol dm -3 pyrrole in various

solven electrolyte combinations are shown in Figures 6 and 7. These plots are not linear and

indicate that there is a disproportionately high or low n-value (or polymerization efficiency) during

the initial stages of polymerization followed by a rise or decay to a constant value. Also, some

electrolyte.'solvent combinations yielded overall n-values below the expected range of 2.2 to 2.5.

DISCUSSION

Effect of Pyrrole Concentration

The n-value vs. concentration data shown in Figure 5 has several important implications

regarding both the nature of the polymerization process and the properties of the resulting films.

S"Te first is that. at a given potential, the efficiency of the polymerization process is dependent on

the concentration of pyrrole in solution. This must be taken into account within the calculations

used to determine film thicknesses by coulometric methods. This technique is often used in ionic

diffusion and charge transport studies, as well as calculations routinely performed to determine

dopant levels from the charge passed during a CV of the polymer film. A review of the literature

shows values for charge passed to thickness ratios during film formation range from 0.38 to 400

mC j.m-I cm-2 [311. This wide range of values indicates that only measuring the amount of charge

passed to synthesize a given film is a poor way of estimating the amount and thickness of material

actually deposited. In studies of charge transport, ion movement, and ion exchange in an

* elecurochemically prepared film, ionic diffusion coefficients are often reported as a function of film

thickness and. therefore, care must be taken when comparing these values between different

polymer films formed under even slightly different polymerization conditions.

'-- Using the mass change (determined from Sauerbrey's equation), the flotation density of

a" polv(pyrrole tosylate), and the charge passed for a polymerization performed in highly efficient.

conditions (0. 1 mol dm-3 TEATOS. 0.05 mol dm-3 pyrrole. CH3CN, 0.9V), a minimal value of

233 mC cm-2 is appropriate to obtain a 1pm thick film. It should be noted that, at lower pyrrole
.

'...
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concentrations, a value of 700 mC cm-2 was obtained using the data for inefficient conditions (0. 1

mol dm-3 TEATOS, 0.01 mol dm 3 pyrrole, CH 3CN, 0.9V).

Furthermore. a widely used method to calculate the dopant level in a given film is to compare the

charge passed during polymerization to the charge necessary to fully oxidize a neutral film. This

technique assumes each electron removed accounts for one doped site in the polymer and. thus.

care must be taken because of the inefficiency of the electropolymerization and capacitive effects

that occur during redox charging and discharging.

The dependence of the rate of polymerization on monomer concentration, or the order of

reaction, can be studied from the slopes of the mass and charge vs. time plot during

polymerization. Figure 3. These slopes will yield the rate of polymerization and deposition for any

g iven concentration. The order of reaction has been studied by several researchers with somewhat

conflicting results. A review of this literature yields values for the reaction order of 0 [32. 33], 1

[8, 131, and 1.5 [34 ] with respect to pyrrole concentration and a 0.5 pH order dependence in the

case of polymerization on ITO glass. These values were obtained by examination of log i vs.

log(pyrrole] plots as a function of potential during deposition. In all cases, the inefficiency due to

loss of soluble oligomers to the bulk of solution and inability to separate the charge passed due to

oxidative radical formation from that charge due to oxidation of the extended conjugation of the ,t

backbone which results in the doped conducting material and capacitive charging is unaccounted

for.

Using a microravimetric technique avoids these ambiguities. Figure 8 shows a plot of the

log of the deposition rate determined from mass-time slopes vs. log pyrrole concentration. A linear

least squares fit of the data yields a slope of 2.04. The electrochemically measured charge vs. time

data can be handled in the same manner to yield a slope of 1.54, as shown in Figure 9. However,

,. if the charge-time data is adjusted for the inefficiency at lower pyrrole concentrations using the data

r.p ,. from Figure 6. the slope becomes equal to 1.94. The rate dependence on the square of pyrrole

concentration or a reaction order of two confirms, assuming only a small contribution from solvent

W.'p,

0%
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incorporation, that the rate limiting step during the bulk of polymerization is the coupling of the

radical-cation species.

Electrolyte Effects

Figures 6 and 7 indicate that the efficiency of the electropolymerization process either increases or

decreases relatively quickly to a stable value during film formation depending on the solvent used.

Experiments like those shown were repeated several times at various potentials with highly

reproducible results. Polymerizations in acetonitrile start out with a low efficiency and reach a

stable value when approximately I gtmol or about 1000 A of polypyrrole have been deposited.

F . vmerizations in propylene carbonate start out with an excessively high efficiency that decreases

quickly to a stable value when approximately 200 A of polypyrrole has been deposited. The

0following facts emerge from this data. 1) The final and overall values of efficiency are electrolyte

dependent. as illustrated in Table 1. 2) The leveling of the efficiency occurs well after polymer

monolayer coverage but before the leveling of the current, i.e. during the nucleation and surface

phase g-owth. 3) The increase or decrease to a constant value of efficiency is solvent dependent.

In addition, at potentials high enough for monomer oxidation to occur (starting at the foot

of the cyclic voltammogram in Figure 2), the efficiency of the polymerization is independent of

electrode potential.

The deviation of the ultimate value of n below a value of 2 for TBABF4 in both CH3CN
and propylene carbonate and LiClO 4 in propylene carbonate may arise from incorporation of

solvent into the polymer matrix. Table I lists the overall n-values determined from the slope of a

linear squares fit of charge vs. moles of pyrrole deposited. The plots had excellent correlation

coefficients and thus should reflect the overall state of the film. The n-values that are below the

0 theoretical values suggest gross deviations in the film morphology and resulting incorporation of

solvent into the polymer matrix. The dependence of the morphology and electroactive behavior on

anion identity in polypyrrole films is well documented [35-401 with large aromatic dopant anions.

such as tosylate, giving the best conductivities. stabilities, and mechanical properties. as well as the

6i.I:
. d"- If.
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most consistent morphologies. We have calculated the MW of the deposited unit from the MW of

pyrrole and the MW and fraction of dopant anion found from bulk elemental analysis. In this

manner additional solvent would lead to erroneously low values of n using the EQCM technique.

One might argue that variations in solvent incorporation could lead to extreme variations in

n-values seen in the initial phases of deposition in Figures 6 and 7. This possibility can be

excluded because of opposite behavior exhibited by the two solvents studied.

We find that the rise or decay of n to a constant value is independent of the proposed

monolayer coverage regimes measured electrochemically by Hillman [51 and Marcos [8] for

polythiophene and polypyrrole respectively. Our experiment is not able to sample at short enough

time scales to adequately measure the current spike that is characteristic of this step. Those results

suggest that the competition between the formation of soluble oligomers and the nucleation process

is the more important factor in the early period of film deposition. The solvent dependence of this

phenomena also gives credence to the importance of oligomer solubility during the initial stages of

film deposition. Thus, the following picture emerges for the initial stages of electropolymerization

and deposition (see Scheme 2). The first step is the oxidation of the monomer to give a radical-

cation which may couple with another radical cation to form a dimer species with a lower oxidation

Insert Scheme 2

potential than the monomer. The dimers formed in this step may undergo further oxidation and

couple with other dimers or monomers which may remain soluble in the vicinity of electrode.

difftuse away from the electrode, or participate in the formation of nucleation sites on the electrode

surface. If the dimers/oligomers remain in the vicinity of the electrode they may be oxidized and

continue to couple resulting in lower solubility and eventually precipitate as polymer. Diffusion

-av from the electrode results in coulombic inefficiency and a high n value. The differences seen

"- bv the two solvent systems probably stem from differences in the solubility of the dimer and

oligomer species formed during the initial stages of electropolymerization. The PC system ma" be

,V
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allowing these initially formed oligomers to remain soluble, without diffusion into the bulk, until

the point where they precipitate onto the electrode. This would yield the low n-value seen in the

PC experiments for the time scale resolution available with EQCM system. This high efficiency is

a result of sensing too large of a mass change from the QCM for the amount of charge passed. In

our system, data is sampled every 200-250 msec: therefore, if we apply a potential step to the

electrode, wait 250 msec, and then sample the frequency and current, it is possible to have failed to

measure a significant amount of charge. However, the frequency change resulting from the

oxidation and deposition of polypyrrole will be sensed. Once the electrode becomes covered by

polymer film of sufficient thickness, the coulombic efficiency becomes stable. This suggests that

.1' once the electrode becomes highly nucleated and polymer growth is occurring in three dimensions.

the primary radical coupling is between the radical cation monomer in solution and a radical

polymer chain end within the polymer matrix.

CONCLUSIONS

Our conclusions from this EQCM study of the electropolymerization of pyrrole indicate that

the polymerization efficiency during the film deposition is highly dependent on monomer

concentration with low monomer concentrations yielding low efficiencies. There are also effects

2. due to electrolyte and solvent although these are not as significant as monomer concentration. This

inefficiency also indicates that measuring the charge passed to determine film thickness should be

used with only a great deal of caution and should not be used when trying to compare films formed

, under different conditions. The rate of polymer deposition was found to be dependent on the

square of the pyrrole monomer concentration and thus the electrochemical polymerization rate is

limited by the radical coupling step.

. We are in agreement with other authors with regard to the nucleation and phase growth

mechanism in the early stages of polymerization. We offer additional insight into the role of

oligomer formation. solubilirv, and deposition. Although our experimental setup is unable to0o

elucidate the formation of initial monolayer of polymer (t < 250 ms), we feel that subsequent

iA Z'
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deposition has a contribution from both electrode bound polymer coupling with soluble radical

species and from the precipitation of low MW polymer chains which remain in solution until the

point where their solubility decreases.

IPI
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TABLE 1

n-values obtained from the slope of charge vs. moles of pyrrole deposited plots. a.b

Solvent Elecrolyte

TEATOS TBABFi LiCO--

.AcetonZe 2.3 6 1.77c 2.17

Propylene Carbonate 2.25 1.84c 1.70c

aConstan" potendal polymerizations were perormed at 0.9 V vs. Ag'AgNO3 in 0.05

tool dm- 3 pyrrole and 0.1 mol dn-3 elec'oiyte

b.U plots had r' values of better than 0.99

C'hese low values suggest incorporadon of solvent into polymer atrix
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I Schematic of the electrochernucal quartz crystal-rmicro balance.

Figu.re 2 Cyclic voitrnirniograrn for pyrrole (0.05 mol dnr 3) at the gold electrode on a
quartz crystal using the EQCM system. The CH3CN + TEATOS (0. 1 mol dm-).
Potenti scan rate 0.01 V sec-1.

Figue Frequency and charge vs. tine response curve obtained during the
elecn~ooolmerization of 0.05 mol diw3. pyrrole in 0. 1 mol dm-3

TEATOS,'CH-,CN. Note that frequency can be used to calculate m.ass via
Sauerbrey's Equation (1).

F:3-Ze 4 Charge vs. moles of pyrrole deposited as determnined by mass. By Faradays law,
the slope is proportional -.o nF. r2-0.9998

Fire 5 Electr~ons per pyrrole as a function of pyrrole concentration with 50 (o), 65 (A),
and 130 (0) Lg of poly(pyrrole tosylate) deposited films. The potential steps
were from 0.0 to 0.9 V.

F Igre 6 Number of electrons per pyrrole vs. moles of pyrroie deposited for 0.05 mol dm-'
pvrroie monomer in 0. 1 mol din- 3 CH3CN electrolyte for potential steps from 0.0
to 0.9 V. a) 0.1 mol dnr-' TEATOS. b) 0.1 mol din- 3 LiCIO±, c) 0.1 mol dm-3
TBABF.i.

Fizure 7 Number of electrons per pyrrole vs. moles of pyrrole deposited for 0.05 mol dm-'
pyrroie monomer in 0. 1 mol din-3 propylene carbonate electrolyte for potential
steps &from 0.0 to 0.9 V. a) 0. 1 mol din- 3 TEATOS. b) 0. 1 mol dm-" LiC 0--, c)
0. 1 mio dm-3 TBABF4.

Figu-re 8 Log-log plot for concentration dependence of polymerization rate obtained from
dMassidtiine results.

Figurei 9 Log-log plot for concentration dependence of polymerization rate obtained from
dCharge,,dtiine results.
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